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SCHEMATICS

Rectangular Central

100cm x 120cm H 28cm

39,37'' x 47,24'' H 11,02''

Redondo

100cm H 32cm

39,37'' H 12,6''

Redondo Accent

40cm H 48cm

15,75'' H 18,9''

FINISHINGS

Frame finishing

BRONZE MATT COFFEE SMOKE HEAVENLY Copper

Top finishing

BRONZE SMOKE HEAVENLY Extra Clear Glass Copper
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION

DESIGNER: MAURO LIPPARINI

Cava is a coffee table program designed to create and express
geometric compositions of horizontal and vertical planes and all
the figures, in spatial balance, contribute to its structural
role. Made entirely of transparent fume’ and bronze glass, the
compositions bring to life a 3D stratification with optical games
of great depth. Cava coffee tables are elegant and functional
furnishings that interact harmoniously with the other elements
created by the designer for the living system. They are made of
glass, in various shapes and sizes. The compartments below
the top can be used as small bookcases. Accent table with
metal structure and glass top is ideal to be placed next to the
sofa as a useful table top for the living room.

PRODUCT DETAILS

- Central tables available in two sizes and in various color mix.

- Central tables made entirely of tempered extra-clear glass or
transparent bronze and fume with base and top in etched glass
and/or back-lacquered in pre-defined chromatic mix.

- The accent version has a steel frame in matt coffee painted
with etched float glass top and back lacquered or also available
in mirrored glass in various colors.

- All the glass parts are glued using UV bonding technique that
ensure maximum efficiency and strength and high transparency.
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NOTES
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